A new velocity field for Africa from combined GPS and DORIS space geodetic Solutions: Contribution to the definition of the African reference frame (AFREF)
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We analyzed 16 years of GPS and 17 years of Doppler orbitography and radiopositioning integrated by satellite (DORIS) data at continuously operating geodetic sites in Africa and surroundings to describe the present-day kinematics of the Nubian and Somalian plates and constrain relative motions across the East African Rift. The resulting velocity field describes horizontal and vertical motion at 133 GPS sites and 9 DORIS sites. Horizontal velocities at sites located on stable Nubia fit a single plate model with a weighted root mean square residual of 0.6 mm/yr (maximum residual 1 mm/yr), an upper bound for plate-wide motions and for regional-scale deformation in the seismically active southern Africa and Cameroon volcanic line. We confirm significant southward motion (~1.5 mm/yr) in Morocco with respect to Nubia, consistent with earlier findings. We propose an updated angular velocity for the divergence between Nubia and Somalia, which provides the kinematic boundary conditions to rifting in East Africa. We update a plate motion model for the East African Rift and revise the counterclockwise rotation of the Victoria plate and clockwise rotation of the Rovuma plate with respect to Nubia. Vertical velocities range from −2 to +2 mm/yr, close to their uncertainties, with no clear geographic pattern. This study provides the first continent-wide position/velocity solution for Africa, expressed in International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF2008), a contribution to the upcoming African Reference Frame (AFREF). Except for a few regions, the African continent remains largely under-sampled by continuous space geodetic data. Efforts are needed to augment the geodetic infrastructure and openly share existing data sets so that the objectives of AFREF can be fully reached.


1. Introduction

Space geodesy, in particular the Global Positioning System (GPS), is now routinely used to determine continent-wide positions and velocity fields in a well-defined reference frame for both surveying and geophysical applications [Altamimi et al., 2011]. Initiatives such as European Reference Frame in Europe [Bruyninx et al., 2012] or its equivalent North American Reference Frame in North America [Craymer and Piraszewski, 2001] and Geocentric Reference System for the Americas in South America [Sanchez et al., 2012] are examples where dense GPS measurements serve both the definition of a geodetic reference frame and the estimation of plate motion and crustal deformation [e.g., Nocquet and Calais, 2003; Calais et al., 2006a]. The African continent, in spite of its large extent and its on-land plate boundaries in northern and eastern Africa (Figure 1), however lags behind, in part because of a paucity of quality geodetic observations. As a result, a proper continent-wide geodetic reference frame for Africa still does not exist, and our understanding of the kinematics of its major plate boundaries remains limited.

Initiatives to improve the geodetic infrastructure in Africa are however underway. Individual countries are now investing in continuously observing geodetic networks for...
surveying and deformation monitoring applications. These efforts are led by the United Nation Economic Commission for Africa and are coordinated at multinational scale by International Association of Geodesy as a member of the Steering Committee through its subcommission on “African Reference Frame” (AFREF). These efforts aim at augmenting the geodetic infrastructure in Africa and at defining a common three-dimensional reference frame for the whole continent tied to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) [Altamimi et al., 2011]. Africa indeed includes 57 countries of which 53 have their own coordinate system [Wonnacott, 2005, 2006], with significant variations among countries regarding the state of these systems and the extent of their usage. This causes issues for intercountry mapping, in particular when access to natural resources is involved. In order to provide this unified reference frame, AFREF will need an accurate definition of stable Nubia consistent with the precision level of intraplate GPS measurements, and an accurate kinematic model for its actively deforming regions such as north and east Africa.

Research initiatives from investigators interested in the geodynamics of Africa’s plate boundaries or in its climatic evolution are also participating in increasing the number of GPS stations in portions of the continent [e.g., Cilliers et al., 2003; Bock et al., 2008; Nahmani et al., 2012]. Finally, the AfricaArray international project is adding a geodetic component to its primarily seismological efforts with 20 new stations across the continent (www.africaarray.psu.edu). The number of continuously operating GPS stations (cGPS) in Africa is therefore expanding rapidly. As a consequence, it is now possible to significantly improve upon previous studies of Nubia/Somalia kinematics, or deformation and plate motions with the East African Rift [Nocquet et al., 2006; Calais et al., 2006b; Stamps et al., 2008], as well as more generally contribute to AFREF’s goal of a unified reference frame for Africa.

Here we present an analysis of up to 16 years of GPS data at 133 sites and up to 17 years of Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) data at nine sites (Figure 2) to produce a new position/velocity solution for Africa. We compare data processing strategies and pay particular attention to the estimation of velocity uncertainties. We use the resulting velocities to assess the level of rigidity of stable Nubia and estimate the angular rotation vectors that describe the motion of stable Nubia and its neighboring plates, in particular across the East African Rift.

2. Tectonic Context of Africa

Africa is characterized by contrasted long wavelength topography, with a series of basins and swells superimposed on a large-scale bimodal elevation distribution, with high plateaus in the southern and eastern parts of the continent (~1000 to 2000 m) and lower elevations in its central and western parts [Holmes, 1945; Doucôte and De Wit, 2003]. High elevation southern and eastern Africa is usually thought to result from the dynamic support of the

Figure 1. Tectonic context of Africa, outlining the major tectonic features discussed in the text. Grey dashed lines show the main cratons. Red lines show the major plate boundaries, solid where they are well defined, dashed where they are assumed. VP: Victoria Plate, RP: Rovuma Plate, LP: Lwandle Plate.
buoyant “African superplume” [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silveri, 1998], a large low-velocity seismic anomaly rooted at the core-mantle boundary and rising through the mantle to reach the uppermost mantle under eastern Africa [Ritsema et al., 1999; Bohn et al., 2004]. Quéré and Forte [2006] argue that coupling between the African superplume and the lithosphere drove the opening of the East African Rift. However, the present day uplift caused by this deep, buoyant, mantle anomaly may not exceed 0.12 mm/yr [Gurnis et al., 2000; Moucha and Forte, 2011]. The correlation between slow seismic velocity anomalies in the upper mantle and long wavelength positive gravity anomalies is nevertheless indicative that the current large-scale topography of Africa is convectively supported [Al-Hajri et al., 2009]. Flexural support appears unlikely for most of Africa, as shown by the fact that most domal regions are correlated with thin plate thickness [Pérez-Gussinyé et al., 2009].

[7] The core of the African continent consists of three main Archean cratons (West African, Congo, Kalahari) and smaller cratonic fragments that were juxtaposed during the assembly of Pangea about 3.6 billion years ago [Begg et al., 2009, Figure 1]. These cratons are thought to have remained undisturbed tectonically since the Archean, except for minor reheating attested by Tertiary kimberlites [e.g., Chesley et al., 1999]. They are separated from each other by weaker, and sometimes still seismically active, orogenic belts [Tokam, 2010; Begg et al., 2009]. Seismic, xenolith, and gravity data show that the cratons are colder and stronger than these surrounding orogenic belts and are underlain by 200 to 300 km thick lithospheric keels [Nyblade et al., 2000; Weeraratne et al., 2003].

[8] The Cameroon volcanic line, which forms the boundary between the West African and Congo cratons, is among these weak zones (Figure 1). It is characterized by moderate magnitude earthquakes and active volcanism [Tokam, 2010; Moreau et al., 1987; Vicat et al., 2002]. Similarly, active seismic belts coincident with Panafrianc orogenic belts separate the cratons of southern Africa, with present-day topographic features suggestive of incipient continental breakup in the middle of the Nubian plate [Sebagenzi and Kaputo, 2002]. A series of NE-trending active grabens west of the Tanganyika-Malawi segment of the East African Rift that extends into the Democratic Republic of Congo [Delvaux and Barth, 2009] is associated with recent uplift along the Zimbabwe-Kalahari axis [Kinabo et al., 2007]. Evidence for belts of seismic activity and geomorphic structures indicative of active tectonics in the interior of the Nubian plate raise questions as to the rigidity level of the...
African continent and whether we are currently witnessing incipient breakup in part of it.

Superimposed on these features are two major active plate boundaries. In northern Africa, Nubia and Eurasia are converging obliquely at 2 to 6 mm/yr [Nocquet and Calais, 2003; McClusky et al., 2003]. This motion is taken up by recent strike-slip and shortening in a narrow coastal band along most of northern Africa [Meghraoui et al., 1986; Gomez et al., 2000; Mahsas et al., 2008]. In addition, recent GPS measurements in Morocco show southward motions with respect to Nubia that are best explained by the delamination and southward rollback of the African lithospheric mantle [Fadil et al., 2006].

Finally, the East African Rift (EAR), a 5000 km long series of fault-bounded depressions straddling East Africa in a roughly NS direction, marks the divergent boundary between the Nubian and Somalian plates in eastern Africa. Seismicity, active faulting, and volcanism in the EAR are generally localized along narrow belts separating largely aseismic domains (Figure 1). This led Hartnady [2002] to postulate that the EAR consisted of a mosaic of tectonic blocks separated by active grabens and transfer zones. Calais et al. [2006b], then Stamps et al. [2008] showed that geodetic data, earthquake slip vectors, and 3.2 Myr average oceanic spreading rates and transform-fault azimuths (from Horner-Johnson et al. [2007]) were consistent with a kinematic model that includes three subplates (Victoria, Rovuma, and Lwandle) imbedded in the plate boundary zone between Nubia and Somalia. However, their model relied on very few GPS sites—none on Rovuma and Lwandle—and was hence quite uncertain for these plates. Their estimates of the Nubia-Somalia angular velocity are overall consistent with other geodetic estimates [Sella et al., 2002; Prawirodirdjo and Bock, 2004; Nocquet et al., 2006] and a recent estimate based on 3.2 Myr average oceanic data only [Horner-Johnson et al., 2007]. The significant scatter between these various estimates reflects sparse space.

3. Input Data

3.1. GPS Data and Processing

The GPS data set processed here includes 16 years of observations (1996 to 2011) at all cGPS sites where data is openly shared. This represents 29 cGPS sites available at the International GNSS Service (IGS) [Dow et al., 2009] and 104 additional cGPS sites operated by various independent geodetic groups (Figure 2). Many other cGPS stations are currently operating in Africa but their data is not made openly available at this point by network operators or some individual investigators. In addition to cGPS sites, we included data from 35 episodic GPS sites located in Tanzania with surveys spanning 2005–2011, whose data is available via the UNAVCO archive [www.unavco.org].

Although we processed all openly available cGPS sites in Africa, we only use in this paper sites with a minimum of 2.5 years of continuous observations. This represents the minimum amount of time necessary to average out seasonal noise, unrelated to the long-term motions of interest here, and obtain a reliable velocity estimate [Blewitt and Lavallée, 2002]. Years 2010 and 2011 saw a rapid increase in cGPS site deployments in Africa.
Figure 4. Distribution of GPS and DORIS global core sites used in the reference frame implemen-
tation (explanations in the text). Note the good spatial distribution of sites in the northern and southern
hemispheres, with 17 and 15 DORIS sites, and 17 and 16 GPS sites, respectively.

(Figure 3). At the current deployment rate, the number of sites with reliable velocities will have increased by at least a
factor of 2 in the next 2 years.

[14] We processed the GPS data using the GAMIT-
GLOBK software package [Herring et al., 2010] following
a processing strategy described in detail in Nocquet et al.
[2006]. GPS measurements analysis software was devel-
oped at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. We used
do double-differenced GPS phase measurements to estimate
daily station coordinates, satellite state vectors, seven tro-
pospheric delay parameters per site and per day, two hori-
zontal tropospheric gradients per day, and phase ambiguities
using IGS final orbits and Earth orientation parameters.

We applied absolute antenna phase center models following
the tables recommended by the IGS [Schmid et al., 2007],
solid Earth and polar tide corrections following the IERS
standards [McCarthy and Petit, 2003], and ocean loading
corrections using the FES2004 ocean tide model [Lyard et
al., 2006] with the eight principal diurnal and semidiurnal
tidal constituents.

[15] The resulting least squares adjustment vector and its
corresponding variance-covariance matrix for station posi-
tions and orbital elements estimated for each independent
daily solution were then combined with global SINEX
(Solution Independent Exchange format) files from the IGS
daily processing routinely done at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology using GLOBK. This global combination
allows us to optimally tie our solution to the latest ITRF
thanks to a large number of globally distributed common
sites, which strengthen the minimal constraint solution pre-
sented below. We then implemented the reference frame for
each daily unconstrained global solution by minimizing the
position deviations of 33 IGS core stations (Figure 4) with
respect to ITRF2008 [Altamimi et al., 2011] while estimat-
ing seven Helmert parameters (three for translation, three
for rotation, and one for scale). In this process, because of
the reduced precision of the vertical component in standard
GPS solutions, we down-weighted the variance of the height
coordinates by a factor of 10 compared to the horizontal
components.

[16] We used these daily solutions to produce position
time series, which we thoroughly examine to identify outliers, offsets, or discontinuities. We quantified and cor-
rected for offsets by modeling site positions as the sum of
(1) a linear term representing secular displacement, (2) an
annual and semiannual periodic term representing seasonal
effects not modeled in the GPS data analysis, and (3) discon-
tinuities due to equipment changes or problems at the site.
The model equation is, for each component (north, east, up), the following:

\[
y = at + b + \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i H_i(t) + d \sin(2\pi t) + e \cos(2\pi t) \\
+ f \sin(4\pi t) + g \cos(4\pi t)
\]

where \(a, b, c, d, e, f, \) and \(g\) are estimated by inverting site
positions \(y\) at time \(t\) (in years) using a singular value decom-
position scheme. \(H_i\) is a binary operator equal to zero or
one before or after offset \(i,\) respectively. Most sites, even
those with frequent offsets such as HRAO, PRE1, PRE2
(South Africa), KISM (Kenya), and WIND (Namibia), have
been reliably corrected. However, sites ASMA (Eitrea) and
ALX2 (Egypt) showed too many outliers (i.e., positions that
differ from the long-term trend of the position time series by
more than three sigmas) and offsets and had to be removed
from the final solution.

[17] We assessed the quality of the resulting position time
series by calculating the daily position scatter from the mean
using the following weighted root mean square definition:

\[
WRMS = \sqrt{\frac{N}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(y_i - \bar{y})^2}{\sigma_i^2}}
\]


where \( y_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) are the site position and its associated formal error, \( a \) and \( b \) the parameters that define the best-fit straight line through the position time series, and \( N \) is the total number of positions [Larson and Agnew, 1991]. We found WRMS of 1.5 mm on average (3 mm maximum) for the horizontal position components and 6 mm on average (10 mm maximum) for the vertical position component (Figure 5). This result is consistent with other continent-wide studies [e.g., Nocquet et al., 2005; Calais et al., 2006a].

Once the daily solutions had been cleaned, we combined them into loosely constrained weekly solutions using GLOBK in order to further reduce some of the daily position scatter. Weekly solutions also have the advantage of reducing the processing time necessary to produce the final, cumulative, position-velocity solution spanning the entire 1996.0–2012.0 time interval. These loosely constrained weekly solutions later become inputs to the combination described below.

### 3.2. DORIS Data and Processing

DORIS is one of the four space geodetic techniques participating in the realization of the ITRF, with currently seven analysis centers, six enabled satellites, and a stable network of 57 ground stations since 2009. There are 98% of them that are installed on stable concrete pillars [Tavernier et al., 2002; Willis et al., 2010a]. As a result of the steady improvements in network quality and data analysis, the precision of DORIS positions currently reaches 10 mm in 3-D [Willis et al., 2012].

We used 17 years of weekly solutions from the IGN Analysis Center (solution ignwd08 [Willis et al., 2010b]) using the GPS Inferred Positioning System (GIPSY)-Orbit Analysis Simulation Software (OASIS) II software [Webb and Zumberge, 1995; Willis et al., 2005a] and covering the time interval from January 1993 to September 2011. The solutions result from a complete reprocessing of the entire DORIS data set expressed in free-network for the International DORIS Service (IDS), including the use of the GMF Mapping Function [Boehm et al., 2006], an improved treatment of daily solar radiation pressure [Gobinddass et al., 2009a, 2009b] as well as atmospheric drag [Gobinddass et al., 2010]. Tropospheric zenith delays were estimated at the beginning of most satellite passes, as discussed in Bock et al. [2010]. Horizontal tropospheric gradients were not estimated. Standard phase center corrections were applied for satellites and ground antennas (vertical offset but no phase center variation model), as provided in the DORIS data files. We applied solid Earth and pole tides as recommended by IERS standards [IERS, 2003] as well as ocean loading using the FES2004 model [Lyard et al., 2006]. Discontinuities in DORIS time series due to geophysical effects (nearby earthquakes, volcanic subsidence) or to antenna instabilities were corrected when building the time series using a method similar to the one described above for GPS [Willis and Ries, 2005].

Similar to the GPS data, the DORIS observables are first processed in daily batches and then combined into weekly loosely constrained solutions, which form the basis for the combination described below. This DORIS combination uses the GIPSY-OASIS software package, combining the full covariance of daily estimations [Willis et al., 2005b].

### 3.3. Combination

Our combination uses the two-step procedure of the ITRF construction [Altamimi et al., 2002, 2011]. The first step consists of stacking the minimally constrained weekly GPS and DORIS solutions described above to estimate a cumulative solution for each technique separately. The second step consists of combining these cumulative GPS and DORIS solutions together with local geodetic ties at colocated sites to produce a single combined long-term (i.e., position-velocity) solution. The combination model is implemented in the Combination and Analysis of Terrestrial Reference Frame (CATREF) software [Altamimi et al., 2002, 2011]. It is computationally efficient and allows for a rigorous combination of DORIS and GPS solutions using the full variance-covariance information of both. Its end product is a single cumulative position-velocity solution in a well-defined reference frame with its full variance-covariance information.

The CATREF combination model is used for both steps. The method poses that the position of a site at a given epoch relates to its position at the epoch of the combination through its estimated linear velocity and a 14-parameter (Helmert) similarity transformation (translation, rotation, and scale changes) between the combined and individual
solutions, as described in the following equations [Altamimi et al., 2011]:

\[ X'_i = \tilde{X}'_i + (t_i - t_0)\tilde{X}'_i + T_k + D_k X'_\text{comb} + R_k X'_\text{comb} \]

where \( X'_i \) is the position of site \( i \) in solution \( s \), \( X'_\text{comb} \) and \( \tilde{X}'_i \) are the estimated position and its final velocity in the combination, respectively, and \( T_k, D_k, R_k \) are the translation, scale, and rotation parameters and their time derivatives between individual solutions and the combined solution. \( t_0 \) is the reference epoch of the combined solution (typically the midpoint of the observation time span of the combined solution), \( t_k \) is the epoch of the site coordinates in solution \( s \), and \( t_k \) is the reference epoch of the transformation parameters.

[24] Estimated parameters are site positions and velocities at the epoch of the combination, as well as transformation parameters between each individual solution and the final combination. Using the variance component estimation method (equations A16 and A17 of Altamimi et al. [2002]), one variance factor per solution is estimated at each run of the CATREF combination. The combination is iterated by applying the estimated variance factors to the individual solutions included in the combination until the variance of unit weights of the combination is close to unity.

[25] We constrained velocities at colocated DORIS-DORIS, GPS-GPS, or GPS-DORIS sites to be the same since the distance between GPS or DORIS antennas at colocated sites is a few hundred meters at most. We also constrained velocities before and after discontinuities to be the same. To do so, we write that velocities of points \( i \) and \( j \) (colocated sites or epochs separated by a discontinuity) are constrained to be the same at a certain \( \sigma \) level \( (\tilde{X}'_i = \tilde{X}'_j, (\sigma)) \). In the multitechnique combination, the \( \sigma \) of the velocity constraint is chosen as a function of the technique agreement and in such a way that the velocity normalized residuals do not exceed three.
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**Figure 6.** Velocity uncertainties from the CATREF combination as a function of observation time span (after applying a 1.5 scaling factor, see explanations in text). Uncertainties decrease rapidly during the first few years, then much slower after about 3 years of observation.

[26] A special attention was given to the relative weight of GPS-DORIS and local ties due to an imbalance between the solutions. The GPS solution is indeed superior to the DORIS one in precision and number of stations. In addition, GPS and DORIS are global solutions by nature, whereas geodetic ties are local. As explained in more detail in Altamimi et al. [2011], we performed the weighting by iteratively decreasing the weight of the DORIS solution while estimating the variance factor, until a value close to unity is reached [details in Altamimi et al., 2002, 2011]. We obtained variance factors of 1.2 for GPS and 1.3 for DORIS. The reference frame definition is implemented by applying minimal constraints with respect to globally distributed IGS and IDS core sites common between the ITRF2008 and the individual GPS and DORIS long-term solutions (Figure 4) using the method described in Altamimi et al. [2007].

[27] The resulting solution contains positions and velocities at 133 GPS sites and nine DORIS sites expressed in ITRF2008. This solution is available as Supplemental Document in tabular format (Supplemental Table 1) as well as in Solution Independent Exchange (SINEX) format with its complete variance-covariance information. The constrained velocities at collocated sites agree to within their uncertainties with formal errors less than 1 mm/yr. As expected from previous work [Blewitt and Lavallée, 2002], velocity uncertainties decrease rapidly after 3 years of observations (Figure 6). The best-determined sites with 8 years or more of continuous data have a formal velocity uncertainty of 0.2 mm/yr or less on horizontal velocities.

4. Comparison with Other Velocity Estimates

4.1. Methods

[28] Previous studies have shown that the scatter in GPS time series can be described by a combination of white noise and time-correlated noise with a spectral index often close to one (“flicker” noise), but more generally varying between one and two (two being “random walk” noise) [Agnew, 1992; Johnson and Agnew, 1995; Mao et al., 1999; Williams, 2003; Williams et al., 2004]. Similar results were also obtained from the noise analysis of DORIS station coordinate time series [Le BAIL, 2006; Williams and Willis,
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Figure 7. Scatter of the spectral indices of the colored noise for horizontal components of the GPS time series. The black star indicates the centroid of the scatter. It closely matches a spectral index of one for both components, indicative of flicker noise. Sites with more than 5 years of operation show a smaller scatter than younger sites.

2006]. However, the CATREF solution described above does not explicitly include time-correlated noise, which may result in overly optimistic uncertainties. We therefore compared the velocities and their uncertainties obtained from the CATREF combined solution with two other estimates (for GPS sites only).

The first one uses position time series to simultaneously estimate linear terms (including offsets and slopes), nonlinear terms (annual and semiannual), and the amplitude and spectral index of a time-correlated (or power law) noise model using a Maximum Likelihood Estimation as implemented in the CATS software [Williams, 2008]. Given that observation, intervals at many sites are still only a few years long, these estimates may lead to somewhat optimistic uncertainties, as the most penalizing noise models (e.g., random walk noise) would take at least 5 years to identify [Agnew, 1992]. The resulting spectral indices for the N-S and E-W components (Figure 7) show some scatter around a centroid centered at one, indicative of flicker noise and consistent with many previous studies [e.g., Zhang et al., 1997; Calais, 1999; Mao et al., 1999; Bock et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2004]. We then fit flicker and white noise to all time series to estimate the slope (velocities) and their realistic uncertainties. This method works well with continuous and clean time series but has several drawbacks. First, it requires at least 4 years of continuous data collection to provide reliable spectral index estimates, while only 40% of the eGPS sites in Africa have more than 4 years of observation (Figure 3). Second, episodic time series or sites with abundant observation gaps lead to unrealistic velocity and uncertainties estimates. Finally, the method is computationally intensive, requiring up to 48 h of processing time per site for 10 years of observations on an average speed workstation.

An alternative approach to estimating velocities and their uncertainties in the presence of temporally correlated noise is implemented in the GLOBK software [Herring et al., 2010], with its “realistic sigma” algorithm [Herring, 2003; Reilinger et al., 2006]. Its prime motivation is to obtain a noise model that can be implemented in a velocity solution using for instance a Kalman filter. Any First-Order Gauss-Markov (FOGM) process meets this criterion, in particular a random walk, which is used here. The method fits the increase in $\chi^2$ with successively longer averaging times to an exponential function (as expected from a FOGM process), then evaluates the exponential function at infinite averaging time to get the velocity uncertainty. This method is computationally efficient and can handle time series with outliers and data gaps.

4.2. Results

Figure 8 compares horizontal velocity estimates among the three solutions described above. We find that they agree well, with mean differences of 0.1±0.5 mm/yr or better and maximum differences of 3 mm/yr. We find two significant outliers at ROBE (Ethiopia) and ASMA (Eritrea). Robe is a young site, with only 2.5 years of continuous observations and shows nonlinear displacements that are unlikely tectonic in origin. Asma shows numerous...
unexplained and undocumented jumps (Figure 9), although the site log-sheet shows that the site monument is a concrete pillar on a clay soil. These jumps may reflect poor monument quality, local tectonic or magmatic activity, or equipment-related issues.

[32] Figure 10 compares velocity uncertainties among the three solutions described above. We find that the GLOBK and CATS solutions agree better on average (within 0.25 mm/yr) than the CATS-CATREF (0.60 mm/yr) or GLOBK-CATREF solutions (0.50 mm/yr). The fact that CATREF uncertainties are systematically lower than their GLOBK or CATS counterparts is consistent with the fact that CATREF does not explicitly account for colored noise, as noted above. CATREF uncertainties only depend on the uncertainties of individual solutions and on the internal agreement between consecutive weekly solutions, determined by the variance factor between solutions estimated in the combination (see above). We therefore decided to scale the CATREF velocity uncertainties to make them consistent with the CATS and GLOBK ones (Figure 10). We found a scaling factor of 1.5, which we subsequently applied to all velocity uncertainties from the CATREF solution.

[33] Most IGS sites benefit from a well-documented and stable geodetic monument as they are installed for high-precision geodetic and geophysical applications. Other sites were installed for various purposes, including surveying, meteorological, or ionospheric studies. Their monumentation quality is not always known and may not adhere to IGS standards for stability, except for those installed for high-precision geodetic and geophysical applications. Since monument instability is one of main sources of time-correlated noise in geodetic measurements [Wyatt, 1989; Johnson and Agnew, 1995; Langbein et al., 1995; Langbein and Johnson, 1997], this must be accounted for before interpreting the results and deciding on the site list that will constitute the frame of reference for Africa. We therefore ranked GPS monuments as category A (sites on strong concrete pillars or still pins on bedrock outcrops), B (sites on shallow foundation and roof of buildings), C (sites on fence poles or cadastral beacons), and U (unknown monument type). This ranking, although some-

Figure 9. Selected GPS position time series for sites ASMA (Asmara, Eritrea) and HARB (Hartebeestoek, South Africa). Alternating black and red dots show positions on either side of a documented equipment change of any unexplained offset in the time series. HARB is one of the cleanest and most continuous time series of all sites in Africa, while ASMA shows numerous problems.

Figure 10. Comparison of velocity uncertainties. CATREF uncertainties have been multiplied by 1.5, as explained in the text. Only GPS sites common to two solutions are shown. Gray circles show the NS component, and open circles show the EW component.
SARIA ET AL.: AN AFRICAN GEODETIC REFERENCE FRAME

5. Discussion

5.1. Definition and Rigidity of the Nubian Plate

Large earthquakes and major active tectonic features in Africa concern mostly its northern edge, with the oblique convergence between Nubia and Eurasia, and its eastern edge, with the divergence between Nubia and Somalia in the East African Rift (Figure 1). The Nubian plate itself, however, is not devoid of active deformation features, as indicated by active volcanism along the Cameroon line [Moreau et al., 1987; Ubangoh et al., 1997; Tokam, 2010] or significant earthquakes outside of the main plate boundaries [Njome et al., 2010; Tedesco et al., 2007], including those marking the propagation of rifting into Zambia, Zimbabwe, and Botswana (Luangwa, Mweru, and Upemba grabens). Current deformation rates across these active structures are probably small, given that they are not marked by prominent topography, but they are unknown. Determining the current level of intraplate deformation—or lack thereof—in Nubia is important to better quantify the potential hazard posed by these active structures as well as to precisely determine a plate-fixed frame for geodetic applications in Africa. The challenge is the lack of a dense, homogeneous continuous GPS network over most of Africa, in contrast to other plate interiors such as Western Europe [e.g., Nocquet et al., 2001] or North America [e.g., Calais et al., 2003].

We therefore seek to objectively determine the set of GPS sites that best defines rigid Nubia, following the method developed by Nocquet and Calais [2003]. We start by solving for Nubia’s angular velocity with respect to ITRF based on all sites located on the stable part of the plate with an observation time span of at least 2.5 years and horizontal velocity uncertainties less than 1.5 mm/yr. We define “stable Nubia” using the geologic criteria defined by Argus and Gordon [1996], i.e., we exclude sites close enough to major active faults or large historical earthquakes to be affected at the 1 mm/yr level by elastic strain accumulation or coseismic deformation. This represents a total of 94 sites. To find the best set of sites that defines rigid Nubia, we then iteratively remove one site at a time and use an F-ratio test to determine whether the fit to a rigid plate model is statistically better without that particular site [Stein and Gordon, 1984; Nocquet et al., 2001]. The F-ratio is defined as follows:

\[
F = \left( \frac{\chi^2_1 - \chi^2_2}{p_2} \right) / \left( \frac{\chi^2_2}{p_1 - p_2} \right)
\]  

(5)

This F-ratio compares an estimate with \( p_1 \) degrees of freedom (\( p_1 = n \times 2 - 3 \)) where \( n \) is the total number of sites considered to an estimate with \( p_2 \) degrees of freedom (\( p_2 = (n-1) \times 2 - 3 \)). The F-ratio is used to determine whether the increase in \( \chi^2 \) from the estimate with \( p_2 \) degrees of freedom to the estimate with \( p_1 \) degrees of freedom (\( p_1 > p_2 \)) is significant at a given risk (or confidence) level. This ratio is then compared to the expected value of a \( F(p_1 - p_2, p_2) \) Fisher-Snedecor distribution for a risk level \( \alpha \) (i.e., 100 – \( \alpha \) corresponding to 95% or 99% confidence level) as follows:

\[
F \leq f_{\alpha,p_1-p_2,p_2}
\]  

(6)

where \( f_{\alpha,p_1,p_2} \) is the \( \alpha \)% fractile for Fisher-Snedecor law with \( (p_1, p_2) \) degrees of freedom. If this equation is not satisfied, then the site velocity is not consistent with the rigid rotation estimates using all the other sites, with a risk of \( \alpha \)% of being incorrect (or a confidence of 100 – \( \alpha \)% of being correct).
Supplemental Table 2 shows the results of this procedure for the sites used here on the Nubian plate (threshold values are provided in Supplemental Table 3). It also shows the results of a more conventional χ² test and of the Student test, described in more detail in Nocquet et al. [2001]. We chose to be conservative and define Nubia using only sites that pass the F-ratio test and at least one of the Student or χ² tests. This leaves a subset of 51 sites. We further refined the site selection by searching for the subset of sites that results in a reduced χ² of the Nubia angular estimate close to unity. This leaves a subset of 40 sites on the Nubian plate whose velocities agree with a rigid plate model with a reduced chi-squared of 1.2 (GPS sites ANTH, BENI, BWES, DEAR, DRBN, ELDN, ETJI, GDAL, GMAS, GOUG, GRHM, HEID, INHB, KLEY, KMAN, KSTD, LSMH, MAS1, MBRY, MFKG, NIAH, NKLG, NSPT, NYLS, PMBG, PSDK, QTNW, RBAY, RECT, SBOK, SHEB, STBS, SUTH, SUTM, UMTA, UPTA, VERG, YKRO, plus DORIS sites hbka and licb, Figure 16). This is the largest set of sites used so far to define stable Nubia. We also tested using sites that pass the more conventional χ² test only (i.e., formally expressing that a velocity is significant if it lies outside of its error ellipse at a given confidence level), which results in a subset of 60 sites and provides very similar results. The weighted root-mean-square residual with respect to a rigid plate model for that subset of sites is 0.6 mm/yr, with values less than 1 mm/yr (Figure 12). This is consistent with the level of rigidity found for other major plates such as Eurasia [Kogan and Stеблов, 2008], North America [Dixon et al., 1996; Calais et al., 2006a], or Australia [Tregoning, 2003]. This does not preclude deformation larger than 1 mm/yr at a local or regional scale, as the 40 sites used here to define stable Nubia, although they extend across the entire continent, have a very uneven spatial coverage and do not sample large portions of Africa. Parts of Nubia with dense cGPS networks such as Benin and its surroundings or South Africa also show insignificant velocity residuals (maximum 0.8 mm/yr).

The best-fit angular velocity of Nubia with respect to ITRF2008 (Table 1 and Figure 13) is close to the recent estimate of Altamimi et al. [2012]. The associated uncertainty is however smaller in the solution presented here, most likely because of the larger number of sites used here to define Nubia (40 sites, as opposed to 11 in Altamimi et al. [2012]). The uncertainty associated with this new angular rotation of Nubia with respect to ITRF is the smallest so far, most likely because the solution presented here is based on a larger number of geodetic sites and longest observation time span. Both Euler poles are however shifted southward by about 2° compared to previously published solutions for the angular rotation between Nubia and ITRF, which are all based on previous realizations of ITRF (from ITRF2000 to ITRF2005) [Altamimi et al., 2002, 2007]. We suspect that this reflects recent changes in the definition of the ITRF in its most recent release, ITRF2008 [Altamimi et al., 2011].

Residual velocities with respect to stable Nubia as defined above (Figure 14) illustrate regions with significant active deformation. Large residuals at all sites located east of the East African Rift are to be expected, as this region includes the Somalian plate and other smaller plates (Figure 1). This is analyzed in more detail below. We also find significant deviation from plate rigidity at sites RABT, IFRN, and TETN in Morocco (residual velocities directed SSE at 1.0 mm/yr, 1.3 mm/yr, and 1.5 mm/yr, respectively).

Table 1. Angular Velocity Estimates From This Studya.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moving Reference</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>deg/My</th>
<th>Error Ellipse, Deg.</th>
<th>Covariance (10^-10 rad²/My²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat</td>
<td>Lon</td>
<td>ω</td>
<td>σω</td>
<td>Smaj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubia ITRF08</td>
<td>49.35</td>
<td>-80.78</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia Nubia</td>
<td>-39.38</td>
<td>36.64</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Nubia</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>31.73</td>
<td>-0.154</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovuma Nubia</td>
<td>-18.96</td>
<td>36.21</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aLat and lon are the latitude and longitude of the euler pole, Smaj, Smin, and azim are the semimajor axis, semiminor axis, and Azimuth (clockwise from north) of the corresponding error ellipse (95% confidence). ω is the angular rotation rate and σω its uncertainty. cxx, cxy, cxz, cyx, cyy, cyz, czx, and cyy are the upper triangular elements of the corresponding variance-covariance matrix in cartesian coordinates.
This study plots close to the ITRF2008 solution. Our result is consistent with previous results based on campaign GPS observations [Fadil et al., 2006] and interpreted by these authors as the surface expression of the roll back of a delaminated subcontinental slab beneath the Rif Mountains. We note the smaller residual at station RABT, perhaps reflecting the fact that the site is located outside of the deformation zone [Argus et al., 2011], with a direction collinear to those of TETN and IFRN. Residual velocities at sites MAS1 and GMAS, although not statistically different from zero, are also in that same direction, perhaps suggesting a wider impact of the deformation mechanism responsible for motions of TETN and IFRN. The large residual velocity at site DAKA (∼1.0 mm/yr) is due to repeated offsets and gaps in the position time series. The site is installed on a building top on unconsolidated sediments. We hypothesize that the installation setup and perhaps some equipment issues are responsible for its poor quality time series.

Mantovani et al. [2007] used spreading rates, transform azimuths and onland deformation features to postulate the existence of a Morocco microplate separate from Nubia. In their hypothesis, GPS sites LPAL, GMAS, and MAS1 lie on the Morocco microplate (or within the boundary between Morocco and Nubia for the latter two). Supplemental Table 2, which displays how well GPS sites fit our best Nubia rotation, shows that GMAS and MAS1 pass all the tests and LPAL passes the $\chi^2$ and F-ratio test. Therefore, the data does not appear to require an additional Morocco microplate. We also used an F-ratio test to determine whether the decrease in $\chi^2$ from an angular velocity estimate assuming a single Nubian plate (null hypothesis) to one that assumes a Morocco microplate (defined by sites LPAL, GMAS, and MAS1) separate from Nubia is significant. We find that it is not the case, with a confidence level greater than 99%. Finally, we tested whether velocities predicted by Mantovani et al. [2007] at sites on the postulated Morocco microplate (LPAL, MAS1, and GMAS) could explain the observed residual velocities with respect to Nubia at those sites. We calculated those residuals by omitting sites LPAL, MAS1, and GMAS from the Nubia angular velocity estimation. We find that the predicted velocities are three times larger than the observed residuals and in a direction opposite from the observed ones, as also reported by Argus et al. [2010]. We conclude that the data set used here excludes the hypothesis of a Morocco microplate separate from Nubia proposed by Mantovani et al. [2007].

The GPS data set used here is currently insufficient to test whether there is significant relative motion across the seismic zones that separate Africa’s large cratons (West African, Congo, Kalahari). We note, however, a general SSE-NNW convergence between residual velocities in the northern and southern parts of stable Nubia (Figure 14). We used an F-ratio test to quantify whether the velocity field is better fit by a single plate or by two separate plates with a boundary along the Cameroon Volcanic Line and Central Africa shear zone. We defined northern Nubia using sites ETJI, GMAS, NIAM, RECT, TAMP, and YKRO, and southern Nubia using sites DEAR, hbka, HNUS, GOUG, INHB, LLNG, PRE1, RBAY, SBOK, SUTH, SUTM, ULDI, UMTA, and ZAMB. We found that the decrease in $\chi^2$ from a 1-plate to a 2-plate model is not significant at the 95% confidence level. Therefore, the apparent systematic difference in residual velocities between northern and southern Africa is not sufficient, at this point, to justify splitting Nubia into two subplates. A longer observation time span and additional cGPS sites in Africa are needed to further confirm this hypothesis.
5.2. Kinematics of the Somalian Plate

The relative motion between the Nubian and Somalian plates sets the kinematic boundary condition across the East African Rift. Space geodetic instrumentation on the Somalian plate is very sparse (Figure 1), because of its largely oceanic nature and of the logistical difficulties to install sustainable geophysical equipment in some regions of eastern Africa. Previous estimates of the relative motion between Somalia and Nubia relied on three IGS sites SEY1, REUN, MALI [Sella et al., 2002; Prawirodirdjo and Bock, 2004; Altamimi et al., 2012]. To better constrain their results, some studies used additional kinematic information such as earthquake slip vectors [Calais et al., 2006b] or a plate circuit closure condition with Antarctica including magnetic anomalies and transform faults direction along the South West Indian Ridge [Horner-Johnson et al., 2007; Stamps et al., 2008].

Thanks to newly installed GPS sites on the Somalian plate (e.g., sites ROBE, ETDD, DAMY, RCMN, MAL2, VACS, and RDRG), along with longer observation time spans at IGS sites SEY1, REUN, MALI, and DORIS sites reua and mahb, we are now in a position to more accurately determine the relative motion between Somalia and Nubia based on geodetic data alone. We defined the Somalian plate starting with all continuous GPS sites, plus episodic GPS sites HIMO, ARS1, LGDO, and DORIS sites reub, reua, and mahb. As explained above for Nubia, we removed sites one by one and tested their consistency with a rigid Somalian plate using an F-ratio test (Supplemental Table 2). We paid particular attention to sites located close to tectonically and/or volcanically active structures. We found that all GPS sites on the volcanically active Reunion island have velocities that are consistent with rigid Somalia and could therefore be used to define its kinematics. Site ETDD, located 50 km east of the actively extending Main Ethiopian Rift, is also consistent with rigid Somalia. Sites ROBE and DAMY, located 15 and 20 km from the rift, fail the F-ratio test and are therefore inconsistent with rigid Somalia (with residual velocities of 1.8 and 2.2 mm/yr, respectively). We therefore discarded those two sites from the definition of the Somalian plate. Site ABPO, located in central Madagascar within a region of extensional seismicity [De Wit, 2003] that may constitute the diffuse boundary between the Lwandle and Somalian plates [Horner-Johnson et al., 2007], also fails the F-ratio test, with a residual velocity of 1.4 mm/yr with respect to Somalia. Finally, we removed site ARS1 from the definition of Somalia because of its large residual (1.7 mm/yr) although its large uncertainty allows the site to pass all statistical tests. Site ARS1
Figure 15. Angular velocities for Nubia-Somalia and 95% confidence limits in three perpendicular planes. Left panel = rotation poles, bottom right-hand panel = profile from west to east, and top right-hand panel = profile from south to north. Our best estimate is compared to recent solutions by Horner-Johnson et al. [2007] (HJ07), Stamps et al. [2008] (ST08), Argus et al. [2010] (GEODVEL), DeMets et al. [2010] (MORVEL), and Altamimi et al. [2012] (ITRF08).

is located at close distance to major active volcanoes (Kilimanjaro and Meru) and to the active Pangani rift fault [Le Gall et al., 2007]. The final list includes nine sites (GPS sites ETDD, HIMO, LGDO, MALI, MOSH, REUN, SEY1, and DORIS sites reua and mahb) with a mean weighted residual of 0.7 mm/yr and residuals less than 1 mm/yr (Figures 12 and 16).

Table 1 and Figure 15 compare our resulting Nubia-Somalia angular velocity with recently published estimates. We focus the discussion on the most recent and best-determined angular velocities [Stamps et al., 2008; DeMets et al., 2010; Argus et al., 2010; Altamimi et al., 2012] as other estimates are based on much fewer observations. In addition, Argus et al. [2010] and Altamimi et al. [2012] have the advantage that they do not assume the translational velocity of the reference frame to be that of ITRF. Our Euler pole lies within the cluster of these recently published estimates (Figure 15), and its 95% confidence interval includes the best estimates from DeMets et al. [2010, MORVEL], Argus et al. [2010, GEODVEL], Altamimi et al. [2012, ITRF08], and (barely) Stamps et al. [2008]. We however found a Nubia-Somalia rotation rate that is 25% slower than previous estimates, although consistent with them (except that of Stamps et al. [2008]) at the 95% confidence level. We tested whether this difference in rate could be due to the fact that our estimate does not account for a translational velocity of the reference frame. To do so, we added the frame translation rate values calculated by Altamimi et al. [2012] ($\mathbf{V}_T$, $\hat{\mathbf{V}}_T$, $\tilde{\mathbf{V}}_T$ equal 0.41, 0.22, and 0.41 mm/yr, respectively) to the observed GPS and DORIS velocities and solved for a Nubia-Somalia angular velocity. This shifts the Euler pole eastward by about 5° but has no significant impact on the rotation rate. We also tested defining Somalia using only the three “historical” sites with the longest times series (MALI, REUN, and SEY1; the same set as used by Argus et al. [2010]). The angular velocity is essentially unchanged, with a rotation rate that is still slower than previously published estimates. The reason for this difference in rotation rate remains to be investigated further. It could stem from the version and implementation of the geodetic reference frame used here, and/or from the accuracy of the geodetic velocities, which increases with time series duration.

Our Somalia-Nubia angular velocity estimate implies a divergence rate of 5 mm/yr in the Main Ethiopian Rift, decreasing southward to about 4 mm/yr at the latitude of Tanzania, and 3 mm/yr at the latitude of northern Mozambique (Figure 17). These rates and divergence directions are similar, within uncertainties, to those predicted by MORVEL [DeMets et al., 2010] and by Stamps et al. [2008], two studies that use 3.16 Ma average geological data. This consistency between geologic and geodetic data indicates that the Somalia-Nubia relative motion has remained steady.
over the past 3 Myr, a result that confirms Stamps et al.'s [2008] finding and holds for most major plates [e.g., Sella et al., 2002].

5.3. Kinematics of the East African Rift

Hartnady [2002] used seismicity and active faults in the EAR to first propose that this major boundary included additional microplates, including Victoria, Rovuma, and Lwandle (Figure 1). Calais et al. [2006b] tested this hypothesis and used geodetic data and earthquake slip vectors to estimate the angular rotation of Victoria with respect to Nubia. Stamps et al. [2008] used a slightly augmented geodetic data set, added 3.2 My average oceanic data along the Southwest Indian Ridge [Horner-Johnson et al., 2007], and a plate circuit closure condition with Antarctica to refine the kinematics of Victoria and determine that of the Rovuma and Lwandle microplates. However, their angular velocity estimates for Rovuma and Lwandle were poorly constrained, as they did not include geodetic data on either of them. There is now access to enough GPS stations in East Africa to solve for the angular velocity of the Victoria and Rovuma microplates using geodetic data alone. A caveat remains regarding the definition of the boundaries between these microplates. Here we used those defined in Stamps et al. [2008] but caution that further geological work is needed to more accurately define them.

We defined the Victoria plate using the method presented above for the Somalia-Nubia relative motion. We first inverted horizontal velocities at all GPS sites with observation time span larger than 2.5 years located in the interior of the Victoria plate. Seven continuous GPS sites (BAKC, EBBE, ELDS, MBAR, MOIU, NJOR, and NURK) and two episodic sites (KIOM and NZG2) fulfill that criterion. An F-ratio test shows that cGPS sites BAKC (likely experiencing elastic strain accumulation on the active faults bounding the Ruwenzori mountains) and NURK, as well as episodic site KIOM are inconsistent with a rigid Victoria plate model. In addition, we found that sites EBBE and NJOR must be removed from the plate definition in order to obtain a reduced $\chi^2$ close to unity. This leaves only four sites (ELDS, MBAR, MOIU, and NZG2), whose velocities fit a rigid plate model with a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.2. Residual velocities range from 0.1 to 1.9 mm/yr (Figures 12 and 16), within the uncertainties of the input data, but are significantly larger than for other plates. The resulting Victoria-Nubia Euler pole is located north of the Victoria plate, with an angular rate defining a counterclockwise rotation with respect to Nubia (Figure 18). This Euler pole is consistent, within uncertainties (95% confidence), with those of Calais et al.
We defined the Rovuma plate starting with cGPS sites PMBA and NMPL in Mozambique and episodic GPS sites BEY A, IRI2, and MAK2 in southern Tanzania. An F-ratio test shows that all five site velocities are consistent with a rigid block model (Supplemental Table 2), with a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.6. Residuals velocities range from 0.4 to 1.2 mm/yr, consistent with the data uncertainty (Figure 12 and 16). We found that the kinematics of the Rovuma plate is described by a clockwise rotation with respect to Nubia. Our estimate encompasses that of Stamps et al. [2008], which only uses earthquake slip vector directions and one episodic site in southern Tanzania, but has a large uncertainty because of the small number of sites used here and the poor geographic coverage of the plate. The Rovuma-Nubia relative motion found here implies a maximum divergence of about 4 mm/yr in the northern part of the plate, decaying rapidly to the south (Figure 17). Uncertainties on predicted velocities are however large, a consequence of the small number of sites used to constrain the Rovuma angular velocity.

We also tested whether the data is better fit by a Rovuma microplate separate from Somalia or by a single Rovuma+Somalia plate using an F-ratio test [Stein and Gordon, 1984]. We used the GPS and DORIS sites listed above to define Rovuma and Somalia. We find that the decrease in $\chi^2$ from a one-plate model (null hypothesis, $\chi^2 = 50.3$) to a two-plate one ($\chi^2 = 3.2$) is significant at the 99% confidence level ($F_{ratio} = 59.9$, while for $\alpha = 0.01 f_{ratio} = 5.95$). This indicates that the data is better fit with Rovuma separate from Somalia.

5.4. Vertical Velocities

It is well known that the vertical component of GPS positions and velocities is not as accurately or precisely defined as the horizontal [e.g., Švábenský and Weigel, 2004; Nocquet et al., 2006]. However, several studies have shown that continent-wide vertical velocities could be determined that match predictions from geophysical models at the mm/yr level. For instance, it is now well established that vertical velocities in North America primarily reflected...
the effects of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) following the melting of large ice sheets between 16 and 10 thousand years ago [Argus et al., 1999; Calais et al., 2006a; Sella et al., 2007; Argus and Peltier, 2010]. The contribution of GIA in Africa is negligible, but other nontectonic processes such as hydrological or atmospheric loading [e.g., van Dam et al., 2001] or local processes such as water withdrawal can significantly affect vertical positions.

[51] Hydrological and atmospheric loading are largely dominated by seasonal signals that can reach up to 30 mm of vertical displacement peak-to-peak. Although these seasonal signals may be large, they average out over time so that their effect on vertical velocity estimates is negligible after 2.5 years of continuous measurements [i.e., Blewitt and Lavallée, 2002]. However, poroelastic effects induced by groundwater withdrawal (e.g., draining from large water bodies or pumping from a borehole for irrigation) typically contain interannual variations that may have an impact on vertical velocities. For instance, Argus et al. [2005] showed that the Santa Ana aquifer of metropolitan Los Angeles is subsiding at about 3 mm/yr due loss of water resources. Similar processes may well affect Africa, for instance through the draining of water from Lake Victoria to the Nile River [i.e., Awange et al., 2009] or the massive borehole pumping of water from aquifers in southern Africa. These regional signals are difficult to identify and filter out in areas with sparse geodetic instrumentation such as most of Africa. Although the effect on vertical surface motions and their geographic extent of the areas impacted remain to be quantified, these signals may well contribute to the vertical velocities determined in this study.

[52] Finally, one may expect vertical signals in Africa caused by large-scale tectonic activity or magmatic processes. The latter should be concentrated on the East African Rift, in particular along the volcanically active Main Ethiopian rift and Eastern (Kenyan) Branch. The former may affect a broader region via the impact of the African Superplume [Nyblade and Robinson, 1994] although mantle flow models indicate that its impact on present-day vertical velocities does not exceed 0.12 mm/yr [Gurnis et al., 2000; Moucha and Forte, 2011].

[53] The vertical velocities found in this study range from −2 to +2 mm/yr (Figure 19). As expected, uncertainties rapidly decrease with time (Figure 6) from ~1 mm/yr after 4 years of observations to less than ~0.5 mm/yr after 10 years. There is no apparent correlation between observation time span and vertical velocity, although sites with more than 12 years of continuous operations all have low vertical velocities, similar in magnitude to their uncertainty. We also find a weak correlation between vertical velocities and their uncertainties (Figure 20).

[54] Moreover, vertical velocities in map view (Figure 19) are difficult to interpret because of the low density of stations in most of Africa. We observe positive vertical velocities over most of continental Nubia, with up to 1.8±0.6 mm/yr at Windhoek, Namibia. However, the continent is largely undersampled, and this work likely misses a variability still to be discovered. For instance, vertical velocities in South Africa, the only densely instrumented region, indicate close to zero vertical motion over most of the network, except for a subset of regionally consistent positive vertical velocities (up to 1.5 mm/yr) in its northeastern part.

Figure 19. Vertical velocities with respect to ITRF2008 derived from this study. For the sake of readability, we only show sites with uncertainties less than 1.5 mm/yr. Open arrows show subsidence, and black arrows show uplift.

5.5. Implication for an African Reference Frame

[55] Our study provides a number of contributions to the definition of an African Reference Frame as recommended by the AFREF initiative [Wonnacott, 2005, 2006]. Most practical applications prefer that the frame be tied to Africa and static, i.e., defined by fixed station coordinates at a given epoch. Here we show that the interior of the Nubian plate is rigid at the 0.6 mm/yr level, an upper bound for intraplate deformation that is consistent with other continental interiors. When carried forward in time, it would take about 30 years for deformation to accumulate to a level detectable by precise surveying applications, assuming they are precise to 2 cm in horizontal, a precision typically reached by surveyors nowadays, although GPS precision will likely continue to increase in the future for surveying applications. Also, a longer observation time span and a higher spatial density of well-distributed cGPS sites will allow us to refine the estimate of Nubia’s rigidity in the future. However, the low level of intraplate deformation detected here for the Nubian plate is sufficiently small so that a rigid reference frame can safely be attached to Nubia for practical applications.

[56] A static frame may not hold for territories located on the neighboring Somalia, Victoria, or Rovuma plates, where horizontal velocities with respect to Nubia (hence to the core of the frame) are significant (Figure 14). For instance, velocities in half of Ethiopia, Somalia, most of Kenya, and part of Tanzania range from 4 to 5 mm/yr with respect to Nubia. This implies that it would only take 5 years in those regions for a static frame tied to Nubia to deform to a level that would be detectable by precise surveying measurements (assuming again a horizontal precision of 2 cm). It means
that AFREF will likely need to consider being at least partly dynamic in order to avoid distortions that will rapidly accumulate with time across the East African Rift. A similar reasoning may apply to northern Africa, but we do not have sufficient data in this study to quantify the impact of plate boundary deformation in that region on the frame definition.

A possible way of dealing with a deforming territory is to define a dynamic or semidynamic datum [Tregoning and Jackson, 1999]. It may be difficult for many users to use a fully dynamic datum, i.e., to include station velocities in their network adjustment. A semidynamic datum provides a useful alternative where network adjustments are computed using positions only, but that are back-propagated to a given origin epoch using a tectonic model. This later approach is used for instance in New Zealand [Blick et al., 2005] and in Papua-New Guinea (Stanaway, R., C. Roberts, and G. Blick (in press), Realisation of a geodetic datum using a gridded absolute deformation model (ADM), IUGG General Assembly, Melbourne, Australia). It allows the surveying and mapping community to deal with static coordinates but still accounts for tectonic motions that, if uncorrected, would affect the accuracy of the positioning results. The plate kinematic model provided here for eastern Africa (Figure 17) could be used to define the velocity of any site with respect to the Nubian “core” of the frame.

AFREF stipulates that the frame must be aligned with ITRF. The solution described above shows no significant bias with respect to ITRF2008. In addition, the Nubia-ITRF angular velocity found here is similar to the ITRF2008 estimates (Table 1 and Figure 13). The best way to ensure consistency with ITRF is probably to make sure that the final AFREF solution includes, as its backbone, the full ITRF solution (i.e., full ITRF SINEX file). The velocities of stations defining AFREF will need to be closely monitored in order to ensure consistency over time.

6. Conclusion

We derived a new geodetic velocity field for Africa and its surroundings by rigorously combining data from more than 123 continuous GPS sites and nine DORIS sites covering the past 17 years. Velocities on stable Nubia fit a single rigid plate model with a WRMS of 0.6 mm/yr (maximum residual 1 mm/yr), consistent with the current uncertainty of geodetic measurements in the region. This represents an upper bound for plate-wide motions and for regional-scale deformation in active areas such as the seismically active southern Africa and Cameroon volcanic line. However, the current distribution of geodetic sites in Africa is still very uneven, and internal deformation at the regional or local scales may not be detectable with the current networks. We updated the angular velocity describing the divergence between the Nubian and Somalian plates and found a geodetic (present-day) estimate that matches the geologic (3.16 My) one [DeMets et al., 2010]. We determined, using geodetic data alone, the angular velocity describing the current motion of Victoria and Rovuma, two plates embedded within the EAR [Stamps et al., 2008]. Rovuma rotates in a clockwise direction with respect to Nubia, consistent with the clockwise motion of the surrounding Somalia plate. The counterclockwise rotation of Victoria, consistent with previous results, is less intuitive in that context and may require the small-scale effect of mantle processes [e.g., Calais et al., 2006b].

This study provides a continent-wide position/velocity solution for Africa rigorously expressed in ITRF2008 and is therefore an initial contribution to the upcoming African Reference Frame (AFREF). We argue that using a static frame for territories located on stable Nubia is acceptable because of its low level of internal deformation. However, we also argue that deforming territories in northern and eastern Africa should consider using a semidynamic (or preferably dynamic) datum in order to avoid network distortions that would be easily detected given the deformation rates involved and the level of precision currently achievable by well-equipped surveyors. The kinematic model proposed here for East Africa can serve to define such a datum.

In spite of recent progress on GNSS site distribution and open data access in Africa, most of the continent remains largely undersampled. Efforts are underway to augment the geodetic infrastructure through projects such as AFREF, through links with academic research projects, or at national levels for surveying applications. It is important
that these new data sets contribute openly to defining a common reference frame for Africa, an objective that will benefit everyone.
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